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Molly Makes a Snowman
Picture 1: Molly is making a snowman.  She puts mittens on the snowman. 

She puts a scarf on the snowman.  She puts a hat on the snowman. 

Picture 2: Molly is finished making the snowman.  She walks home.  Hey, look!  Here comes Matt!

Picture 3: Matt is very cold.  He looks at the snowman.  Matt gets an idea!

Picture 4: Matt borrows the snowman’s mittens, scarf, and hat.  He is much warmer now!  Oh, no!
Here comes Molly!  She is surprised to see the snowman without any clothes! 

Yes/No Questions

1. Is Molly in this story?
2. Is Matt in this story?
3. Is Molly making a snowman?
4. Does Molly put boots on the snowman?
5. Does Molly put a jacket on the snowman?
6. Does Molly put mittens on the snowman?
7. Does Molly put a scarf on the snowman?
8. Does Molly put a hat on the snowman?
9. Does Matt borrow money from the snowman?

10. Does Matt borrow warm clothes from the snowman?

Wh- and How Questions

1. Who is making a snowman?
2. What clothes does Molly put on the snowman?
3. When Molly is finished making the snowman, where does she go?
4. Who walks up to the snowman after Molly leaves?
5. How does Matt feel when he first walks up to the snowman?
6. What idea does Matt get?
7. How does Matt feel after he borrows the snowman’s clothes?
8. How does Molly feel when she sees that the snowman’s clothes are missing?
9. What does the word borrow mean?

10. Who in this group has ever borrowed something?

Suggested Props

snowman — a student standing very stiffly, with his arms straight out from his sides

pair of mittens

winter scarf

winter hat
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Molly is making a snowman.

Molly Makes a Snowman

Molly Makes a Snowman

Molly Makes a Snowman

Molly Makes a Snowman

Molly walks home.  

Here comes Matt!  

Matt is very cold.  

He gets an idea!

Matt puts on the mittens, scarf, and hat.
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